
There are over 300 di�erent natural isotopes in nature on Earth. In addition, over 3000 radioative

isotopes an be man-made using partile aelerators and nulear reators. All these isotopes are

the subjet of the nulear physis researh. The purpose of these studies is to learn about the laws

governing interations of protons and neutrons. Even though sine the disovery of the radioativity

in 1911 more than 100 years have passed, many serets are still hidden in atomi nulei.

Some of the thousands of known isotopes reate partiularly favourable onditions to hek and

extend spei� aspets of our knowledge of the struture of nulear matter. Most of the existing heavy

atomi nulei ontain signi�antly more neutrons than protons. In the projet desribed here, we

will deal with unusual nulei whih ontain similar numbers of nuleons of both types. Partiularly

favourable onditions our in suh systems for the observation of speial interations between protons

and neutrons whih are not visible in other areas of the hart of nulides.

Among the tested nulei there will be nulides with proton and neutron numbers neutrons near 28 or

50. These numbers in nulear physis belong to the so-alled magi numbers. Atomi nulei ontaining

magi numbers of nulides (separately ounting protons and neutrons) are partiularly strongly bound.

Neighbouring nulei (ontaining similar numbers of nulides) an be desribed as systems onsisting

of magi ore and several additional nuleons. Comparison of properties of suh nulei established in

experiments with theoretial preditions allows for a very preise veri�ation of model assumptions

� information about fundamental proesses ourring in matter an be obtained. The ore nuleus

ontaining exatly 50 neutrons and 50 neutrons is alled

100
Sn (tin 100). This is the heaviest existing

doubly magi nuleus ontaining equal numbers of protons and neutrons.

In the experiments, seleted atomi nulei will be aelerated to veloities of about 10% of speed

of light. Suh projetiles will hit espeially prepared thin layers of material, alled targets. New nulei

will be reated as a result of the interation of the projetile with the target. They will be highly

exited (will have exess energy) and they will gradually hange their exitation state, until they reah

the state of the minimal energy (the ground state). Eletromagneti radiation of high energy (gamma

rays) will be emitted as result of this deexitation. The measurements of the emitted radiation will

make it possible to study properties of the nulei.

We will use omplex systems of detetors to register the γ radiation. So-alled germanium detetors

will give most preise information on the properties of the registered gamma quanta. Detetors of

harged partiles and neutrons will be used to selet exoti, but most interesting produts of the

reations.

The properties of the studied states will lead to a better understanding of proesses for reating

heavy elements in stars under the so-alled rp proess and will help to explain the amount (abundane)

of various elements found in nature.

We will analyse data olleted during the experiments performed in leading European laboratories:

the GANIL laboratory in Caen, Frane and the LNL laboratory in Legnaro, Italy. In addition, or

rather � �rst of all, the most modern European system of neutron detetors will be installed and used

in the Heavy Ion Laboratory in Warsaw.
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